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Answer: B
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-app-security/risk-score#
customizing-the-risk-score

NEW QUESTION: 2
If the S2600 is full with 12 hard drives, it is recommended to
configure several RAID group
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
In the Bitcoin blockchain the "block creation time" is set to
10 minutes and this can never change.
A. FALSE
B. TRUE
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Remember, that the block creation time is set to 10 minutes and
this can never change. So after a fixed time of approximately 2
weeks or exactly 2016 blocks the difficulty is re-adjusted.
Increase in difficulty means target decreases.
Reference:
https://medium.com/all-things-ledger/decoding-the-enigma-of-bit
coin-mining-f8b2697bc4e2

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which three options are memory population rules of the SPARC
M5-32 server when mixing DIMMs?
A. Mixing of different DIMM sizes is allowed, as long as
homogeneous types are populated per CPUsocket.
B. When mixing DIMMs, large-sized DIMMs need to be put in
position 0, 1, 2, or 3.
C. Populate each CMU with DIMMs of the same size or rank.
D. DIMMs in the same position (0, 1, 2, or 3) within a CMU must
be homogeneous (that is, the sametype, same dram capacity, and
same rank).
E. Mix different DIMM sizes on different CMU boards in the same
DCU.

Answer: B,D,E
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